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Background Leading to this Inquiry

  Upon completing group discussion, we concluded that while our school is 
filled with mostly highly qualified, caring teachers; we often struggle to find 
improvement in the area of identifying and executing best teaching 
practices.  It was decided that by providing teachers with a voice in 
identifying characteristics of good teaching and creating common 
instructional language, we might be able to move the needle in this area in a 
positive direction.



Purpose of This Inquiry

  The purpose of our action research project is to empower teachers in 
identifying and creating common instructional language in an effort to 
increase overall best teaching practices and student achievement.



Our Wondering

"How does the implementation of common 
instructional language improve and 

increase the frequency of best teaching 
practices?"



Our Actions
● Each PLC was given the “New Art and Science of Teaching” document by 

Marzano with 43 instructional indicators listed
● Within the PLC, each teacher identified 15-25 indicators that they felt were 

essential to good teaching
● Each PLC group compiled the results of the indicators that their group identified
● The results from each PLC were compiled to identify 18 instructional indicators 

used to create our Instructional Indicators for Success
● During classroom observations from 1/17 to 3/23 (28 total), the use of each 

indicator was tracked using a google sheet
● The results will be shared during a staff meeting on April 19



During PLC’s, teachers identified the indicators 
from the document on the left (Marzano, 2016) 
that they felt were most important to good 
teaching and our learning community.  

The results from the PLC’s were compiled to 
create the Instructional Model pictured to the 
right.



Our Data--Data Collection

Percentage of indicators met 
by each teacher during the 
observation

Percentage of 
teachers that met 
each indicator

This is the google sheets document 
used to track the use of the 
indicators in our teacher created 
instructional model.  A “1” was placed 
in the cell if the indicator was on 
display during the observation.

Indicators
Each column is 
one teacher 
observation



Our Data--Percent by Indicator

After compiling data from the 28 teacher 
observations, this table displays the percentage 
of teachers that met each individual indicator 
during the observations. 

Green=greater than 80% of teachers displayed 
the indicator

Yellow=between 60% and 80% of teachers 
displayed the indicator

Red=less than 60% of teachers displayed the 
indicator



Our Data--Percent by Observation*

After compiling data from the 28 teacher 
observations, this table displays the percentage 
of each indicator that the teacher met during the 
observation. 

Green=greater than 80% of indicators displayed

Yellow=between 60% and 80% of indicators 
displayed

Blue=between 40% and 60% of indicators 
displayed

Red=less than 40% of indicators displayed
*Teacher initials cut out of 
screenshot for confidentiality 
purposes



Our Discoveries
● Learning Statement #1:  We learned that continued discussion and a 

strong focus on desired instructional indicators is necessary for our desired 
level of growth.

● Learning Statement #2:  We learned areas of our teachers’ practices that 
are strong (Highlighting critical information, tracking student progress, and 
hosting structured practice sessions) as well as areas of needed 
improvement (motivating and inspiring students, engaging students in 
cognitively complex tasks, and reflecting on learning).

● Learning Statement #3:  We learned that while our instructional model is 
quite different from our evaluation model, the results align to each other.



Elaboration on Our Discoveries 

● We must continually evaluate, discuss, and adjust what we are looking for 
in classrooms.

● Future professional development opportunities should include ways for 
teachers to connect with students, ways for teachers to engage students in 
meaningful thought, and reflection

● Our model is good--we just need to explore ways to increase 
implementation rates



Where We Are Heading Next
As a result of this action research project, Tri Jr/Sr High will work towards the 

following action steps:

● Continue to use our instructional model into next fall and beyond; we feel 
this round of data collection gives us a baseline to grow from

● Tailor professional development sessions in the future to address areas of 
improvement

● Utilize PLC time in order to emphasize and discuss current teaching 
strategies as they align to our instructional model.
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Background Leading to Our Inquiry (Slide 2)

Upon completing group discussion, we concluded that while our school is filled with mostly
highly qualified, caring teachers; we often struggle to find improvement in the area of
identifying and executing best teaching practices. It was decided that by providing teachers
with a voice in identifying characteristics of good teaching and creating common
instructional language, we might be able to move the needle in this area in a positive
direction.

The Purpose of Our Inquiry (Slide 3)
The purpose of our action research project is to empower teachers in identifying and
creating common instructional language in an effort to increase overall best teaching
practices and student achievement.

OurWondering (Slide 4)

How does the implementation of common instructional language improve and increase the
frequency of best teaching practices?

Our Actions (Slide 5, 6)

● Each PLC was given the “New Art and Science of Teaching” document by Marzano
with 43 instructional indicators listed

● Within the PLC, each teacher identified 15-25 indicators that they felt were essential
to good teaching

● Each PLC group compiled the results of the indicators that their group identified
● The results from each PLC were compiled to identify 18 instructional indicators

used to create our Instructional Indicators for Success
● During classroom observations from 1/17 to 3/23 (28 total), the use of each

indicator was tracked using a google sheet
● The results will be shared during a staff meeting on April 19



Data Collection (Slide 7)

A google sheet was created with the instructional indicators identified by teachers listed.
28 classroom observations were conducted from 1/17 to 3/23. The indicators were
tracked during each of these observations.

Our Data (Slides 8, 9)

The data collected was compiled and broken down in two main fashions. The first data set
that we were interested in was the percentage of observations that displayed each
indicator. This data gave a great deal of insight into areas of strength as well as areas of
improvement.

The second data set that we were interested in was the percentage of indicators that were
present in each observation. This data provided areas of strength and areas of
improvement for each individual teacher during the specific observation.

Our Discoveries (Slide 10, 11)

Learning Statement #1: We learned that continued discussion and a strong focus on
desired instructional indicators is necessary for our desired level of growth.

Learning Statement #2: We learned areas of our teachers’ practices that are strong
(Highlighting critical information, tracking student progress, and hosting structured
practice sessions) as well as areas of needed improvement (motivating and inspiring
students, engaging students in cognitively complex tasks, and reflecting on learning).

Learning Statement #3: We learned that while our instructional model is quite different
from our evaluation model, the results align to each other.

We must continually evaluate, discuss, and adjust what we are looking for in classrooms.

Future professional development opportunities should include ways for teachers to connect
with students, ways for teachers to engage students in meaningful thought, and reflection

Our model is good--we just need to explore ways to increase implementation rates

WhereWe Are Headed Next (Slide 12)

As a result of this action research project, Tri Jr/Sr High will work towards the following
action steps:

● Continue to use our instructional model into next fall and beyond; we feel this round



of data collection gives us a baseline to grow from
● Tailor professional development sessions in the future to address areas of

improvement
● Utilize PLC time in order to emphasize and discuss current teaching strategies as

they align to our instructional model.
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